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Introduction & Motivation 

• What techniques exist to efficiently and effectively 
anonymize the data so that researchers can still 
work on traditional information retrieval tasks 
using personalized information?  

• How do we protect the privacy of individuals 
while accessing and gathering this data to 
improve information retrieval algorithms and 
methods?  
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Privacy Research and Directions 
• Leakage Across Social Network Sites  
• Re-identification  
• Data Publishing  
• Differential Privacy  
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Privacy Research and Directions 
• Leakage Across Social Network Sites 

•  Link an individual across online social networks (OSNs). 
•  Typical attributes: account names, geo-location, post 

timestamp, social network connections, and structured 
demographic attributes etc.  
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Privacy Research and Directions 
• Re-identification 

•  The goal of re-identification is to match or link anonymized 
personal data to publicly available data in order to determine 
sensitive data values of users in the anonymized data.  

• Data Publishing 
•  Standard approaches include anonymization, adding noise to the 

data, binning data, and suppressing parts of the data.  

• Differential Privacy 
•  Add proper noise to dataset. The strength of this approach is the 

provable privacy guarantees that many ad hoc methods lack. 
Examples and algorithms related to using differential privacy for 
sparse textual data sets is lacking and would be an important 
direction of research.  
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Information Leakage in Text 
• Example: a following LinkedIn summary 
• “…while in graduate school, I conducted research 
for B university on topics including nonprofits and 
crisis communication, public relations theory, and 
social media usage among nonprofits. I earned a 
BA in communication studies with a concentration 
in journalism from the C university, and a MS in 
public relations from D university. ” 
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Information Leakage in Text 
• Noun Phrases 

•  “public relations"  

• Named Entities 
•  “D university"  

• General Ontology  
•  Terms that indicate a person’s professional degree: “MS”, “BA”, etc.  

• Text Classification Techniques 
• Extract Lexico-Syntactic Patterns 

•  “ms in NP from NE_university"  
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Future IR Research Directions 
• Given the volume of blogs, tweets, and other textual 

personal data shared by users, it is time for our 
community to consider how data privacy will affect our 
field.  

• We need to develop protocols for useful anonymized data 
sets that are non-invasive in terms of individual privacy. 

• We need to understand what types of data can be learned 
by adversaries using textual data and better understand 
the sensitivity of learning these data. This is a time for the 
IR community to get involved in privacy research.  
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Thanks! 

• Presenter: Sicong Zhang 
• Email: sz303@georgetown.edu 
• Georgetown University 

• @PIR 2014, Gold Coast, Australia 
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